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Seal Rescue Ireland is a small charity with a big mission: to give Ireland's

seals the best chance at survival and to create a better future for all life

on Earth. I have been privileged enough to see our organisation grow by

leaps and bounds over a decade of hard work. For a charity that was built

on small donations, we truly have come a long way. We are eternally

grateful for the public support that has made us who we are today. Our

supporters' dedication to our cause is what fuels our fire to continue

carrying out our important work.

Seals are extremely important ecologically, as they are apex predators in

the Irish waters, responsible for maintaining a healthy food chain. Seals

are very sensitive to environmental changes, so are important bio-

indicators for us. The issues that arise in wild seal populations often point

to larger environmental issues that we must address. 

The signs are clearer now than ever that humanity's disruptive and

consumptive nature is unsustainable. Now is the time to act, and we are

doing so with educational outreach and proactive conservation.

We want to inspire enough people to make the small changes to their

personal habits that the future generation of seals will have safe habitats

and clean oceans in which to thrive. If enough people get on board and

band together to protect our natural resources, we can work towards a

future where seals don't need to be rescued at all.

We hope you will consider joining us in the fight for the future of our

seals, our trees, and our home.

Sincerely, 

A special message from
our Executive Director
MELANIE CROCE
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EDUCATION

Our team aims to educate
members of the public about
conservation to create a bright
future for the planet through
various educational programming
in schools and community groups,
young and old alike.

RESEARCH

We conduct coastline surveys,
monitor local seal populations and
carry out research into seal
fatalities to develop a clearer
picture of environmental
hazards.

Seal Rescue Ireland works around the clock to rescue native seals found sick,

injured or orphaned off the coast of Ireland so we can rehabilitate the pups

back to full health and return them to the wild where they belong.

SRI strives to promote ocean conservation and sustainability through

education, community engagement and research programmes, in order to

protect our marine environment and all life within. At our visitor centre, we

welcome and educate guests from all over the world on threats facing marine

life and promote ocean conservation and sustainability.

Our dedicated team of volunteers
work around the clock to nurse
seal pups back to health in our
rescue hospital.

We offer training sessions for the
public to get involved in

environmental protection,
awareness, restoration and rescue.

Will you join us in building a better future for Ireland’s
environment, oceans and its beautiful seals?

OUR CONSERVATION MISSION

SEAL REHAB

COMMUNITY

RESTORATION 

We plant trees to support the
reforestation of Ireland, to combat
climate change, to restore Riparian

buffers, and to increase
biodiversity.
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At that point, the base of operations moved to the

current site in Courtown, Co Wexford and became

recognised as ‘Seal Rescue Ireland’ where we’ve

continued our work ever since.

Our supporters were integral in rebuilding

from the ground up and developing a stronger

rehabilitation facility with eight ICUs, twelve

kennels, and four pools in which our seals can

recover. We are able to help more pups in

need than ever before and expand our efforts

in proactive conservation projects.
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Our organisation was initially established in Dingle, Co

Kerry in June 2010 as ‘Dingle Wildlife and Seal

Sanctuary’. Our original facility in Dingle was badly

damaged due to a terrible storm in March 2014 beyond

our capacity at the time to repair it.

OUR HISTORY

Storm damage

CORTOWN 
CO. WEXFORD

dingle
CO. kerry

HABitatrestOration

community
engagement

education

seal rehab research



SRI receives charity status (CHY 21315)

Seal lovers like you have helped us achieve so much
since our work began.

DECEMBER 2012

The only other seal
rehabilitation facility in
Ireland shuts down, leaving
DWSS to single-handedly
cover the whole ROI
coastline.

Storm Darwin destroys the
facility in Dingle beyond
repair with 30+ seals in
care. DWSS volunteers are
able to raise enough funds
to relocate.

JANUARY 2011

JANUARY 2014

The centre grows, with new programs such
as guided tours of the facility, a growing gift
shop, attendance at public events
countrywide, beach cleans, Kennel
Sponsorships and Corporate Volunteering. 

JANUARY 2016

FEBRUARY 2014
Seal Rescue Ireland is born
at a new facility in
Courtown, Co. Wexford,
with a sharper focus on
protecting, rescuing and
rehabilitating seals.

JUNE 2010
The organisation is originally established as Dingle Wildlife and
Seal Sanctuary in Co Kerry, with a mission to rescue, rehabilitate
and release sick, injured and orphaned seals in the South-West
counties of Ireland. Founding members build the sanctuary with
personal savings.

MAY 2011
Rescue Volunteer Network
is formed, and volunteer
training begins.

DWSS nearly closes due to financial
challenges, but soldiers on for the sake of the
seals. The small team contributes personal
savings to cover bills and fish costs.

MAY 2014
The SRI internship program is
launched to offer opportunities
to people from home and abroad
to take part in extended work
experience.

JULY 2015

Hurricane Ophelia devastates Ireland’s Grey
Seal pupping season. SRI receives 300 rescue
calls in under one week and reaches capacity
for the first time, unable to accept any more
seals.

october 2017

OUR JOURNEY
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But this is not enough. 
Ireland’s seals are ambassadors for a sustainable and bright future for all
of us sharing this planet together. Our vision is for a world where the
seals don’t need our help, with everyone looking out for the best
interests of local wildlife and a flourishing environment. With a legacy
gift in your Will, you can help make this dream a reality.

JANUARY 2019

SRI launches new website and
new interactive membership
platform.

JANUARY 2020

Covid-19 forces SRI to close its
Visitor Centre to the public and
cancel all public events
indefinitely. As essential work,
seal rescue, rehab and release
continues behind closed doors.

MARCH 2020

SRI re-opens for private tours so
supporters can meet the seals in
a safe environment during
Covid-19! The first Seal Feed
and Enrichment Experiences
take place, limited to six
participants on one of four tours
per day.

JUNE 2020

Covid-19 forces SRI to close its
doors for a second time and
Seal Feed and Enrichment
Experiences are cancelled. Our
seal rehabilitation continues
and we experience our busiest
season to date.

september 2020

SRI launches Virtual Seal
Rescue Network Training
Courses over Zoom so
volunteers can join our rescue
network without having to go to
the visitor centre in person.

december 2020

SRI launches Virtual Seal Feed and Enrichment
Experiences over Zoom. Supporters can now still meet
the seal pups up close while our centre remains closed
and get a behind-the-scenes live stream tour from the
comfort of their own homes.

MARCH 2021

Restrictions begin to ease and
SRI’s in-person Seal Feed and
Enrichment Experiences
recommence.

MAY 2021
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SRI begins a Watershed Restoration
project, planting native trees to help
restore Ireland's forests and rebuild
crucial riverbeds.

SRI works with Wicklow Co Council to
establish a protected seal haul-out site
at Brides Head Beach along the
Wicklow coastline

october 2019

SRI brings the Ecobrick programme
to Ireland in an effort to raise
awareness against plastic pollution.

SEPTEMBER 2018



AND FROM YOUR SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
IN 2020 YOU HELPED…

1.944102 Seal Feed and
Enrichment participants
at our centre

RELEASE
108

OUR IMPACT
Since we started in 2010 we have successfully rescued 1000 sick, injured or
orphaned seals

IN 2019 ALONE SUPPORTERS LIKE YOUHELPED…

PLANT
684

+

RESCUE
170

RELEASE
82

WELCOME
& EDUCATE

40.150FACILITATE
187

CONDUCT
52

sick, injured and
orphaned seals

healthy seals back
into the wild

beach cleans

outreach events
across the country

visitors at our
centre

RESCUE
170

WELCOME
& EDUCATEFACILITATE

PLANT
3.800
Native
Trees

TRAIN
212

sick, injured and
orphaned seals 

healthy seals
back into the
wild

new
Rescue

Network
Volunteers

outreach events
across the country
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We will continue working hard to protect them and our shared environment, but
we need your help to sustain our good work in the future!

JUST IMAGINE WHAT WE CAN ACHIEVE TOGETHER IN THE NEXT TEN, TWENTY, FIFTY YEARS!

+

Native
Trees



OUR SEALS

In 2017, we rescued a seal called Merida who was

discovered in Co Mayo entangled in monofilament

fishing line.

Most fishing lines are translucent, making them incredibly difficult to see,

especially in the murky Irish waters. If fishing materials like this are lost or

carelessly discarded, they become ghost nets floating in the ocean until

unsuspecting animals accidentally swim into them. 

Our work saves lives...

MErida

thin nylon line
used by recreational and
commercial fishermen alike

glass-filled polymer,
incredible sharpunable to decompose

for up to 600 years
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The fishing line that Merida

encountered became entangled

around her neck and one of her

flippers, slicing through the skin and

causing deep wounds, particularly as

she grew. Had she not been discovered

in her weakened state onshore, she

could have kept on growing until the

line eventually caused her to

completely suffocate. 



Rescue & intake exam
  
Recovery, surgery & wound care  
Rehabilitation pools 
Release, first fish in the wild! 

Merida's RehabilitatioN

Merida’s inspirational story has helped us inform
thousands of people about the dangers of plastic pollution
in our oceans.
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After healing from the surgery, Merida was moved to one of our rehabilitation

pools, where we monitored her to ensure that she was competing well for her

fish, which would demonstrate her survival instinct and candidacy for release

to the wild. Thankfully, seals rely on their sensitive whiskers heavily for

detecting their prey, so losing an eye isn’t a huge detriment. Merida proved

to be a perfectly capable competitor in our facility, and finally, the day came

when she was ready for her reintroduction into the wild. Shortly after being

released into the sea, Merida was spotted popping up with a fish in her

mouth! 

Thankfully she was found in time and rushed to our rescue centre for care.

The entanglement had already done significant damage, however, as the

pressure building around her neck had caused her left eyeball to bulge out of

her head. Risking infection and further health complications, we knew that

the eye would have to be removed. After giving Merida a great deal of wound

care and getting her back to a stable weight, the surgery went ahead at UCD

and was a success. 



HABITAT RESTORATION

With a gift of land, you can help us grow a greener
future for Ireland!
Do you own an empty field or strip of land along a waterway that you
would like to see replanted and returned to nature as part of your
legacy?

Gift back a piece of the natural world for future generations to cherish
forever.
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As part of Seal Rescue Ireland’s proactive conservation efforts, we have

turned our attention to Ireland’s woodlands over the past couple of years.

Ireland was once covered 80% by forest. Through years of deforestation,

human activity and climate deterioration, this number dipped dangerously

low, under 1% at one stage. 

Currently, Ireland consists of 11% forest, well below the European average of

30%. Trees are vital oxygen producers to our planet and so much more, as

they encourage biodiversity and even impact seals by filtering pollutants out

of river water running into the sea.

For this reason, we would be absolutely delighted if any of our generous

supporters wished to leave us a plot of land in their Will. 

With a donation of land, you would be advancing Seal Rescue Ireland’s

mission in any number of ways. 



This helps filter out
harmful pollutants that
make their way into the sea
where they can weaken
marine mammals’ immune
systems and increase the
spread  of disease.

Tara GLEN 2021 
 

Having recorded the poor water quality in our local river, SRI decided to take

action and begin Native Habitat Restoration works. We have teamed up with

local communities, landowners, and state bodies we began restoring the river

and its associated woodland habitats. Between 2019 and 2021 SRI has worked

hard throughout the cold, winter months to plant 10,424 native trees in the

Owenavarragh Catchment. Many of the trees are now over 10ft tall, standing

proud around the waterways they will continue to clean up and the species

that will call them home.

Designate these

areas for habitat

restoration of

local species,

improving

biodiversity

Plant more trees,
helping to combat

the effects of
climate change by
converting carbon
dioxide into clean
oxygen for us to

breathe.
Create

wildlife

refuges for

life to prosper

across the

country.

Identify

watershed

restoration areas

and help improve

Riparian Buffer

zones around the

country’s rivers. 

We WOULD BE ABLE TO
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OUR FUTURE

In addition to advancing the cause of reforesting Ireland, we are seeking land

for a new, permanent, state-of-the-art facility for our seal rehabilitation

work. At our present location, we are only renting the land. Therefore our

situation is never entirely assured. Owning the land that we situate ourselves

on would give us the security to devote a larger commitment to caring for

seals and eliminate some of the extra costs that take away from our

important work. We are also looking to make an upgrade to our facilities,

creating a more sophisticated hospital setup and improved pools that help

seals become acclimated to life in the wild even more efficiently. 

Your gift of land could help us to evolve into the bigger and better
organisation that we hope to become, making an even bigger difference in
the lives of Ireland’s wildlife and environment. 

More and more people are choosing to support our work by leaving a gift in

their Will. If it’s something you’re considering, let us tell you how your gift can

save more seals’ lives and preserve the natural environment that we share

with them. We hope that when the time is right for you to make or update

your will, you’ll consider including a gift to Seal Rescue Ireland.

No gift is t     s fallklOur organisation was built by a community of like-

minded people, no matter what their circumstances. Now it has grown into a

sustainable not-for-profit with great plans for the future! Now but you can

ensure that they will be cared for in generations to come. 

No gift is too small!

A New Home!
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Why leave a

legacy
g

ift?

YOUR GIFT & PROMOUR ISE

You have a personal connection to the cause and

believe in what we do
 

You want to leave a lasting mark and make the world a

better place
 

You have hope for a positive future
 

You have the support of your family members to

recognize a cause that means something to you
 

To make a dedication to one of your loved ones

We know that your family and loved ones are the priority.

Once you have provided for them we hope you’ll

remember our crucial wildlife rehab and conservation

work.

Your privacy is our policy and priority. Your details will

remain confidential.

You may choose whether your support is shown on our

website or not. We want to recognize your generosity if

this is your wish!

We understand this gift means a lot to you and we are

very grateful. We will use this gift to create your life-

giving legacy.

We will not pressure you. This is an important decision

for you and we respect your choice.

Your gift will be a direct investment in the lives of seals,

our environment and our precious biodiversity. We care

looking after them now but you can ensure that they will

be cared for in generations to come. 
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We couldn’t do it without you!
It costs on average €3000, to put 3-5 seals

depending on surgery through Seal Rescue

Ireland’s rehabilitation program. With the

number of seals we rehabilitate in a year and

operations costs, only 7% of our overall funding

comes from the government. The rest is public
support by people like you! 

We are so grateful for the support we receive.

As someone who loves wildlife, our world’s

oceans and protecting the environment, it’s so

important that you are able to see what the

gifts we receive are achieving. 

€3000

FACTS ABOUT THE FINANCES

We follow the Statement of Recommended

Practice for Financial Reporting by

Charities (SORP) standard, which is

recommended by the Accounting

Standards Board (ASB).

The best way to show you this is by communicating to you openly and

honestly and being clear at all times about how we raise money.

We are committed to

promoting best practices

in fundraising and adhere

to the Statement of

Guiding Principles for

Fundraising.

As our organisation is tax-

exempt, your gift will make

the most impact on any of

our income streams. 

Our annual reports are available online at

https://www.sealrescueireland.org/our-

financials/ or alternatively, you can call or email

us on the details below, and we will send you

out copies.

how DO we
raise money?
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For more information or to receive a copy of our annual reports, email
events@sealrescueireland.org or call 053 942 4980

 

https://www.sealrescueireland.org/our-financials/
mailto:Info@sealrescueireland.org


A Personal Invitation
to your adopted seal's

release

We created the Ocean Guardians’ Trust to recognise and honour our special

friends who have chosen to include Seal Rescue Ireland in their will. Every

member shares a common bond. Like you, they have a strong desire to

support the rescue, rehabilitation, and release of marine mammals, as well as

research and education to increase public awareness. Our Ocean Guardians

have hope that proactive conservation solutions can help improve the health

of the oceans and create a brighter future for all life on earth. You can

become a member of our Ocean Guardians trust simply by informing us that

you have arranged to include Seal Rescue Ireland in your will or estate plans. 

Benefits of Your Membership in the Ocean Guardian's Trust:

A Free Seal
Adoption of

one of our seals

Invites to any
Special Events we
might be planning

An Annual Update
detailing the impact

you have made for our
organisation.

 

BECOME A OFPART OUR
OCEAN GUA ANS'RDI TRUST

We will Plant a Tree in your honour that

your friends and family can come to

visit.

If you have donated land, we will raise

a sign in your honour on the patch of

land that you have enabled us to plant.

to celebrate your legacy
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We offer personalised benefits to Ocean Guardians' Trust members in addition to the ones mentioned
above. Including a behind-the-scenes tour of our centre with your family, annual seal adoptions,
tickets to releases and the option to add your name to the Legacy Tree in our centre, where your
legacy will live on proudly. Contact us at events@sealrescueireland to find out what extra
personalised benefits you can receive as part of your legacy gift



Supporters may choose to leave Seal Rescue Ireland a portion of what is left

after loved ones have been looked after. This is known as a residual gift.

Even 1% can make a real and lasting difference. Wording for including a

residual legacy in a new Will:

I give all (or a __% share of) the residue of my estate to Seal Rescue

Ireland (Registered Charity No: 20108519) Courtown Harbour, Co. Wexford

Y25 PD92, for its general charitable purposes and I direct that the receipt

of the Treasurer or duly authorised officer shall be a valid and

appropriate form of discharge.

Your Will can help make your wishes clear to the loved ones you leave

behind, and it ensures the people you care for most are provided for.

1

A GUIDE TO
SRI YOUR IN WILL

2

A codicil is a simple way to make specific changes or additions to your Will

while leaving the remaining provisions untouched. Wording for giving a legacy

to Seal Rescue Ireland by codicil:

“I (name) of (address) declare this to be my first codicil to my last Will

dated (date). I give (details of legacy) to Seal Rescue Ireland (Registered

Charity No: 20108519) Courtown Harbour, Co. Wexford Y25 PD92, for its

general charitable purposes, and I direct that the receipt of the Treasurer

or duly authorised officer shall be a valid and appropriate form of

discharge. In all other respects, I confirm my Will.”

3

INCLUDI
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Seal Rescue Ireland is happy to act as co-executor of your Will should you

wish. 

If you would like to discuss your special legacy gift in person and receive a

tour of our centre, please contact Kim Townsend-Smyth at

events@sealrescueireland.org 

A gift in your will can help us build a better future for seals.

Some people choose to leave a pecuniary gift. This is a gift of a specified

sum of money.

4
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THANK YOU

We are grateful to anyone considering leaving a gift to Seal Rescue Ireland in

their Will.

 

Letting us know that you have chosen to remember SRI in your Will can help

us plan for a better future for sick, injured and orphaned seal pups in Ireland.

It also means that we can keep you up to date with how support like yours in

saving seals’ lives every day.

WILL YOU CHOOSE TO LET YOUR
LOVE FOR SEALS LIVE FOREVER
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for your

HELP!




